Kirchner Impact Foundation (KIF), is a non-profit organization that serves as one of the “returning” arms of Kirchner
Group. KIF harnesses the positive power of enterprise to make a difference in addressing some of the most
important issues of today and reflects our belief that all businesses should contribute to a positive human future.

KIF promotes capital efficiency and sustainable
enterprises through the Kirchner Impact Model. KIF
activities aim to generate a measurable, social and/or
environmental benefit, primarily across four sectors:
Agriculture/Food, Health/Life Science,
Energy/Resources and Education.

Our ‘impact model’ includes three integrated
components of contribution: 'head' (we share the
benefit of decades of creating solutions and
building enterprises), 'hip' (we provide
essential financial resources), and 'heart' (we have an
unwavering commitment to successful execution,
supported by the passion and desire
to make a difference).

Kirchner Food Fellowship provides capital and unprecedented hands on training in
deployment of capital for university students including assembly of investment teams, applying a
problem-based learning and solutions model along with a unique process and domain approach.
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WHYFARM, a non-profit that has a vision to engage the next generation of farmers and agriculture
entrepreneurs to develop bold, out-of-the-box innovations that help solve the greatest challenge facing
our collective future—global food security . Creator of the world’s first “Superhereos” for food and
nutrition security – AgriMAN and PhotoSynthesista
Interaction Advisory Group believes that true inclusion and acceptance for all
individuals with special needs is integral for our future. IAG provides customized
‘special needs’ awareness training for first responders as well as other public service
officials, educators and private sector workers.
Business Brain Model is designed to explore and facilitate the much-needed
integration and understanding of neuroscience, psychology and related
cognitive sciences within business contexts. A carefully crafted combination of
popular press and scholarly articles dovetailed into best business practices.
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